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FRI29SEP-SAT21OCT 
AND WHAT? QUEER ARTS FESTIVAL @ VARIOUS VENUES

And What? Queer. Arts. Festival. is a platform to show the work of Queer and 
LGBTQIA+ artists, makers and producers, to encourage different spaces for 
artistic conversation, open doors to venues and provide new experiences for 
audiences across London…. 

The programme is almost entirely made up of world premieres and/or 
London firsts, including brand new: theatre, music, live art, club nights, 
drag shows, youth engagement projects (Talking Genders / Himherandit), 
exhibitions, circus, cabaret and some really out-there ‘experiences’. We 
support national and international artists, emerging and world famous. 
And What? welcomes some of the most exciting queer voices around like 
Alexander Geist (La JohnJoseph), Rosie Wilby, Nando Messias and Darren 
Pritchard/Cornel Simons (House of Ghetto: Black Pride). In total there is 30+ 
events, supporting more than 150 artists, and a little somethin’ somthin’ for 
everyone.

FRI29SEP-THU05OCT 
THE GRIME AND THE GLAMOUR: NYC 1976–90

Films about the wild days and nights of New York’s coolest era. New York 
in the 1970s and 1980s was a place of poverty, uncertainty… and total 
artistic freedom. This film season lays out a view of a moment of significant 
historical change and creative energy. Some films are set in the world 
of the bohemian bourgeoisie on the margins of Manhattan, and indeed, 
emerged out of it: the creative community of the East Village in this period 
included filmmakers such as – Bette Gordon, Susan Seidelman, Charlie 
Ahearnand Jim Jarmusch – are represented in the season. These films show 
a city that’s degraded, for sure, but exciting, vibrant, and yes – especially 
when viewed in retrospect, from a blandly gentrified 2017 – almost 
impossibly glamorous. 

SAT30SEP – SAT04NOV 
LATINX FEMINIST FESTIVAL 

A series of events celebrating the Latin American community in London. 
Thanks to funding by Oscar Murillo we will be running this free series of 
feminist talks, workshops and events in Spanish, Portuguese and English 
for Latinx women and friends. // Te invitamos a una serie de eventos y 
actividades para celebrar a la comunidad latinoamericana en Londres. Uma 
série de eventos que celebram a comunidade latino-americana em Londres.

SUN01OCT 
BLACK HERSTORY MONTH @ RICH MIX

Black people have been omitted from much historical narrative, and within 
this discrimination, women’s stories have been largely ignored. Through our 
workshops we would like to introduce to the public inspiring black women 
and highlight the absence of black women in certain areas of knowledge, 
e.g. science. Each of these women contributed positively to British society, 
yet they receive much less recognition than white men or women. The event 
invites participants of all ages and backgrounds to reflect upon the need 
to have more black women in important roles in society so as to promote 
equality not just in race but also in gender.

MON02OCT-SUN03DEC 
TERRE THAEMLITZ: INTERSTICES @ AUTOITALIA 
PV MON02OCT 18:00 – 21:00 

In this show Thaemlitz adapts selected music, text and images from his CD 
INTERSTICES (2000, Mille Plateux, MP94) for a video that investigates the 
spaces between genders, sexual orientations, and other identity constructs. 
Intersexual birth, surgical gender reassignment, sex acts, and transsexual 
job opportunities are among the topics processed through filters of private 
and public expectation. Much of the audio for INTERSTICES has been 
produced through ‘framing’, a method developed by Thaemlitz in which 
individual sample frames in a digital audio waveform are manually selected, 
deleted, and repeated. The original sound sources used in INTERSTICES 
include jazz, funk, rock, and country music.

With this conceptual emphasis on sonic peripheries and moments between 
dominant melodic contents – as well as their construction of new words 
and discourses – INTERSTICES fosters a symbolic relation to non-essentialist 
identity politics including queer pansexuality and transgenderism.

MON02OCT - SUN08OCT 
GEUMHYUNG JEONG: LIVE PERFORMANCE @ THE TANKS, TATE   
   

In her practice as choreographer, dancer and performer, Jeong constantly 
renegotiates the relationship between the human body and the objects that 
surround it. She has built up a collection of plain everyday objects upon 
which she bestows a bizarre, disconcerting life through an intense and risky 
interaction with her own body to challenge notions of sexuality, technology 
and the female body. Jeong feeds her own energy back into these inanimate 
objects, positing the female body as the locus of reproductive responsibility 
within a gendered, exploitative economy. 

MON02OCT 
MARGARET ATWOOD @ THE SOUTHBANK CENTRE 
19:30 – 22:00 (£20 - £45)

Well known for novels such as Cat’s Eye, Alias Grace, the MaddAddam 
Trilogy, and the Booker Prize-winning The Blind Assassin, Margaret Atwood 
has been in the news recently due to the appearance of her international 
bestseller The Handmaid’s Tale as a television series – some say, just in time 
for the age of Trump.

In this one-time London appearance, Margaret Atwood reads from her work; 
then, in conversation with Gaby Wood, journalist and Literary Director of the 
Booker Prize Foundation, she discusses not only her career, but the past, 
present and future of her best-known novel and the real world it reflects.

TUE03OCT 
PRIVATE VIEW - SARAH MUIRHEAD | SCOPOPHILIA @ LEYDEN 
GALLERY 
PV 18:30 – 21:30

Following her previous sold out show ‘Bonded’ at Leyden Gallery in 2015, 
these new paintings are exhibited for the first time in Muirhead’s eagerly 
anticipated second solo exhibition. 

For over a year, the artist has been working on a collection of images that 
explore the fetishisation of people we adore or lust after. In her current 
series of work titled SCOPOPHILIA, Muirhead explores both the beholder’s 
gaze and the corporeal process of painting. 

TUE03OCT 
WERK IN PROGRESS @ THE GLORY 
20:00 – 23:00

Jonny Woo opens up the doors of The Glory to all performers with new work 
in development. This is a programmed ‘open mic’ evening of all performance 
styles for queer artists. Whether its lip-sync, spoken word, live music, live-art 
or stand-up, all are welcome. Its free to watch but we will do a whip round to 
cover artist expenses.

WED04OCT - WED20JUN 
WOMEN ON THE VERGE OF A PHILOSOPHICAL BREAKDOWN @ 
RICHARD HOGGART BUILDING, GOLDSMITHS

This year’s seminar is dedicated to women in the history of philosophy, 
broadly understood, around whom questions of materialism and 
embodiment have pivoted from antiquity to the near present. We hope 
in particular to see how the confrontation with forms of inquiry such 
as fragments, letters, visions and pamphlets compels us to rethink the 
categories that are customarily used to identify a legibly philosophical, 
because paradoxically disembodied corpus. Selections range from natural 
philosophy, the interstices between logic and rhetoric, philosophy of 
mind, mysticism, critiques of democracy and rights, and psychoanalysis. 
Throughout we will explore the challenges and provocations posed by these 
texts to debates on the union of mind and body, reason and madness, vision 
and idea, reform and revolution, and the ‘woman question’.  Co-convened 
by Julia Ng (Autumn), Marina Vishmidt, Alberto Toscano, Svenja Bromberg, 
Stefan Nowotny (tbc)

WED04OCT-THU26OCT 
HOUSE OF GHETTO: BLACK PRIDE @ RICHMIX  
(AND WHAT? QUEER ARTS FESTIVAL) 
PV 18:00

House of Ghetto: Black Pride comprises key portraits and a new video 
installation of the founding female members of The House of Ghetto; a 
Vogue House based in Manchester, UK.

Manchester-based filmmakers Amy Watson & Dennis Keighron-Foster aim to 
explore the political and social meaning of Vogue as a distinct and legitimate 
medium of dance. In this extract they focus upon House of Ghetto, made 
up of largely young black women – a demographic hard hit by austerity 
measures – the directors renew the battle-cry of the original founders of 
the form as a call for black empowerment and as a platform of resistance. 
Casting the house dancers as afro-futurist goddesses, orbiting one another 
in an endless black space, they become celestial bodies performing 
movements of timeless grace.

WED04OCT 
ARTIST TALKS: MARINA ABRAMOVIC @ SERPENTINE GALLERY 
19:00 – 20:00 (SOLD OUT)

Marina Abramovic will speak about her work in conversation with Hans 
Ulrich Obrist, Artistic Director of the Serpentine Galleries, London. Since 
the beginning of her career in Belgrade during the early 1970s, Marina 
Abramovic has pioneered performance art, creating some of the form’s 
most important early works. The body has always been both her subject 
and medium. Exploring her physical and mental limits, she has withstood 
pain, exhaustion, and danger in her quest for emotional and spiritual 
transformation. The talk will be streamed live on our facebook page.

WED04OCT-THU05OCT 
AN ESSAY ON REALITY II @ CAMDEN PEOPLE’S THEATRE 
19.15 (£8)

On stage a mother and a daughter prepare their home to receive their 
guests: a portrait of a London working family, and the mutations of the city 
they’re in. Subtly political and largely social, this follow on project explores 
how life changes, time passes and how new absences give place to new 
presences. Luisa Amorim is a Portuguese performance artist based in 
London. Her work often draws upon and dramatizes real life and brings the 
mundane onto the stage.

THU05OCT 
BIG IDEAS: ROSELEE GOLDBERG @ WHITECHAPEL GALLERY 
19:00 (£9.50/£7.50)

The New York based curator and founder of Performa offers insights from 
her ground-breaking career. Championing contemporary artists working 
with performance since the 1970s, RoseLee Goldberg provides innovative 
platforms for this medium, which continues to experience a major 
resurgence.

THU05OCT 
TRACEY EMIN IN CONVERSATION WITH JONATHAN JONES @ TATE 
MODERN 
18:30 – 20:00

Following a decade of drawings, paintings, sculptures, neons, video stills, 
and installations, Emin’s intensely personal work continues to blur the 
boundaries between art and life. The same mixture of anger, hope, curiosity, 
and vulnerability that informs her delicate drawings and handwritten 
neons can be felt in the darker tones of recent works on paper and the 
weight of later bronze pieces. Placing her work in a broad art-historical, this 
conversation with Jonathan Jones reveals why Tracey Emin remains one of 
the most highly publicised, provocative and acclaimed contemporary British 
artists today.

THU05OCT – FRI10NOV 
TRISH WYLIE: I ROSE MADDER @ THE WILLIAM ROAD GALLERY

Trish Wylie presents a solo exhibition of new work examining female 
stereotypes and the perception of ageing in Western society, by reimagining 
the traditional hero of iconic Cowboy movies and putting her own image into 
the frame.

THU05OCT 
INLAND#2 IN BRIXTON @198 CONTEMPORARY ARTS & LEARNING  
18:00 – 21:30

Join the INLAND team at 198 Contemporary Arts and Learning, to experience 
a portable exhibition in zine format that scratches the surface of the 
intangible topic of gender. For this iteration of INLAND we have teamed up 
with Smart Heart to curate an exhibition that includes performance and 
video alongside the printed images from the zine.

FRI06OCT-SUN12NOV 
SURVIVOR @ IMT GALLERY 
PV THU05OCT 18:00 – 21:00 

IMT Gallery is proud to present Works from SURVIVOR (F), the first showing 
of selected works from a new ongoing project by Suzanne Treister. 
SURVIVOR (F) is an hallucinogenic exploration of a post-apocalyptic reality 
in undetermined time and space. Whether manifestations of a sole survivor 
of the human race, on earth, in space, on a new planet or parallel universe, 
or of an artificial superintelligence (ASI), SURVIVOR (F) presents visions of 
a post-futuristic sublime, charting an existential imaginary of potential 
human/non-human agency/non-agency and beyond, of the psychedelic 
consciousness of SURVIVOR (F).

A new performance by artist Linda Stupart will take place during Works 
from SURVIVOR (F) in relation to the exhibition and we will be publishing a 
commissioned text by Mer Maggie Roberts and Lucy A. Sames.

FRI06OCT 
FEMINIST LEGAL STUDIES 15TH ANNIVERSARY LECTURE: SARA 
AHMED ON THE INSTITUTIONAL AS USUAL: SEXISM, RACISM AND THE 
POLITICS OF COMPLAINT @ BIRKBECK 
18:00-21:00

Sara Ahmed’s lecture will explore how institutions are built from small acts 
of use. Once we are attuned to an environment, we know what usually 
happens. This lecture explores how sexism and racism become usual, with 
specific reference to the use of banter. What happens when we challenge 
the use of banter as an abuse of power? What follows such challenges 
teaches us about power; the more you try to transform institutions the more 
you come up against them. This lecture brings together my current research 
into the “uses of use” with some early findings from my project on feminist 
complaint. I will also consider how social justice projects require making 
usage into a crisis.

FRI06OCT-TUE10OCT 
TALKING GENDERS @ ARCHIVE GALLERY, ROSE LIPMAN BUILDING  
(AND WHAT? QUEER ARTS FESTIVAL) 
PV FRI06OCT 18:00-20:00

Talking GENDERS queers the white walls of the Archive Gallery with multi 
media art works that platforms the diverse perspectives of 13 young 
LGBTQIA+ Artists (16-26 yrs). The exhibition features photography, video and 
sound installation, drag performance, live art and durational performance 
works. Themes explored in the exhibition are rural queerness & virginity, 
feral femininity & brutality of beauty rituals, intersection between trans 
identity & sex work, intersection of race & sexual politics, transmasc & the 
forbidden fruit, gay plants, androgyny, sexual confusion and queer city 
euphoric fairytale. Talking Genders is an international initiative conducted by 
Himherandit Productions and is part of a 6 year performance project titled 
‘The Gender House’. 

FRI06OCT – TUE07NOV 
JULIANA CERQUEIRA LEITE: BLOOM @ TJ BOULTING 
PV THU05OCT 18:00 – 21:00

The exhibition includes new sculpture, photo-collage and video, all of 
which explore the steady stream of recent online news that focuses 
on humanitarian crises. These works examine the –often exasperated– 
gesticulations of individual subjects interviewed by the news as 
representatives of a certain crisis: a refugee, a soldier, a doctor or aid 
worker. Gesticulations by politicians and reporters, as they attempt 
to explain complex issues to news viewers, are also explored in these 
works. Leite aims to create a permanent register of these bodily means of 
extending language and the ephemeral articulations that shape and are 
shaped by the geopolitical landscape.

FRI06OCT 
PERFORMANCE: HANNAH BLACK, BONAVENTURE AND EBBA 
FRANSEN WALDHOR @ CHISENHALE GALLERY 
19:00 (FREE)

Hannah Black, Bonaventure (Soraya Lutangu) and Ebba Fransén Waldhör 
present an iteration of their ongoing performance collaboration, previously 
shown at MoMA PS1, New York (Or Life Or, 2017) and at the Institute of 
Contemporary Arts, London (Anxietina, 2016).

SAT07OCT 
ANDROMEDAN SAD GIRL PREVIEW @ WSAING ARTS CENTRE 
(CAMBRIDGE) 
18:00 – 20:00 (£0 - £15)

Andromedan Sad Girl is the first major collaborative exhibition by artists 
Florence Peake and Tai Shani. Through ambitious new sculptural works and 
wall paintings, the artists will create an immersive and imaginary site of a 
lost pre-symbolic civilization. 

The installation, which will transform Wysing’s gallery in its entirety, will 
privilege sensation; sculptures will be formed of voluptuous fabrics and will 
incorporate flocking techniques to create soft and sensuous objects. Using 
multilayered elements, including sound, the exhibition will transport the 
visitor to an entirely coherent alternative reality.

SAT07OCT 
HYSTERICAL #5 - CLITART FESTIVAL @ REEL REBELS MUSIC STUDIOS 
19:00 – 21:00 (SOLD OUT)

Hysterical is BACK and this time we are joining in the fun at the ClitArt 
Festival. This gig will be broadcast live on Reel Rebels Radio in their 
recording studio. 

Headlining is Amy Annette, co-editor and contributor of the book ‘I Call 
Myself A Feminist’. She is a comedian who’s just back from her Edinburgh 
Fringe Festival Show “What Women Want” which has featured Josie Long, 
Nish Kumar, Lolly Adefope, James Acaster, Suzi Ruffell, Phil Wang, Rose 
Matafeo, Kiri Pritchard Maclean and Stuart Goldsmith.

SUN08OCT 
WET SOUNDS ‘SQUELCH’ / JOEL CAHEN @ IRONMONGER ROW BATHS 
(AND WHAT? QUEER ARTS FESTIVAL) 
19.45 (£8-£15)

Wet Sounds joins forces with And What? to transform London’s historic 
Ironmongers Row Baths through sound, light and performance. The water 
surface becomes a threshold between different worlds and two entirely 
different experiences. Abstract electronica by Wet Sound’s Joel Cahen is 
coupled by a distinctly queer programme from And What? and provides 
a surreal soundscape to (sub)aquatic performances above and below the 
surface.

Performers include: Joel Cahen (Wet Sound founder), Julie Atlas Muz 
(international performance artist and mermaid), Lasana Shabazz 
(performance artist), J. Aria (providing sound & performance), Out to Swim 
(London’s very own LGBTQIA+ Synchronised swimming troupe), SDNA 
(projections and light), Tommaso (Contortionist).

THU12OCT-SUN15OCT 
QUEER ART(ISTS) NOW @ ARCHIVE GALLERY, ROSE LIPMAN BUILDING 
(AND WHAT? QUEER ARTS FESTIVAL) 
PV 18:00-21:00

The exhibition Queer Art(ists) Now will provide a snap-shot of what artists 
within our communities are making right now; an insight into the thoughts, 
preoccupations, aesthetics, and politics of queer artists. We are interested 
in the work queer artists are making, the content and style is influenced by 
what they submit.

What you see might not necessarily represent sexuality or gender, but 
equally can, and probably will. The exhibition will present a kaleidoscope of 
artistry, as a window on what the fuck is going on. Up to 50 artists will be 
selected by our panel to be included in a salon-style exhibition taking place 
at Archive Gallery in Haggerston, London, between Thursday 12th – Sunday 
15th October.

THU12OCT 
THE STORY OF M @ BERNIE GRANT CENTRE 
13:30, 19:30

The Story of M is SuAndi’s moving tribute to her mother, who raised her 
children to be proud of their African heritage in the face of prejudice in 
1960s Britain. A solo performance that integrates visual projections and 
poetry with true stories of racism, poverty, and sacrifice, The Story of M 
was commissioned by the Institute for Contemporary Arts in 1995 and has 
received critical acclaim on both sides of the Atlantic. 

THU12OCT 
REFLECTIONS ON LEADERSHIP AND FEMINIST EPISTEMIC 
COMMUNITIES @ SOAS 
17:00-19:00

Prof ‘Funmi Olonisakin (Kings College London), Prof Cheryl Hendricks 
(University of Johannesburg), Dr Danai Mupotsa (University of Witswaterand)

THU12OCT 
CLAUDIA RANKINE @ TATE MODERN 
18:30

Claudia Rankine is one of the most compelling voices in American culture, 
widely celebrated for her innovative poetic explorations of contemporary 
race relations. This is a unique opportunity to hear her deliver a new talk 
inspired by the exhibition Soul of a Nation: Art in the Age of Black Power.

THU12OCT  
NANDO MESSIAS: WHERE 4 ROADS MEET – DEATH AND THE SISSY @ 
TOYNBEE STUDIOS  
19:30 – 21:30 (£10 / £12)

There is to be no wailing at the death of the Sissy. ‘Where 4 Roads Meet: 
Death and the Sissy’ marks the culmination of provocative performance-
maker Nando Messias’ decade-long Sissy trilogy, facing up to the social 
disappearance of the sissy and the violent fatality that’s inherently at stake 
in the queer condition.

The scene is a roundabout where four roads meet, a site of memory, death 
and rebirth. What is the Sissy’s legacy? How can it be mourned? What is 
discarded? Alongside the performance stands a Museum of the Sissy, a 
curiosity cabinet for the genuine and the phenomenal. Where 4 Roads 
Meet: Death and the Sissy brings us face to face with the urgent danger and 
beauty of our times.

 

FRI13OCT 
EMILY MULENGA: TAKING UP SPACE @ FIRSTSITE (COLCHESTER) 
PV 18:00-21:00

Taking Up Space is the first major solo presentation by British artist Emily 
Mulenga. The exhibition features a selection of dynamic moving image 
works alongside animated GIFs and personalised emojis, showcasing 
Mulenga’s use of digital language to investigate identity in the Internet age.

FRI13OCT 
LEAD ME NOT INTO TEMPTATION | JANE HAYES GREENWOOD @ 
BLOCK 336 
18:00–21:00

We are pleased to present Lead Me Not Into Temptation, a solo exhibition 
of new work by the artist and Block 336 Founding Director Jane Hayes 
Greenwood. Comprising of paintings, works on paper and a major sculptural 
installation - Lead Me Not Into Temptation continues the artist’s exploration 
of desire, shame and the erotic body.

In the exhibition the desired and the consumable are framed within an 
Eden-like landscape that references personal, art and apocryphal histories. 
Hayes Greenwood entangles images of bodies and food and appropriates 
from a wide range of sources. From historic Ethiopian mural painting, Gothic 
carving, fifties confectionary and contemporary visual culture; different 
elements are juxtaposed and rub-up against each other to generate unlikely 
and often humorous associations.

FRI13OCT – FRI17NOV 
HUMAN STORIES: THE BODY ISSUE @ NOW GALLERY

A study of body image and anatomy through contemporary photography, 
film and digital media framed by a series of provocations. The politics of 
beauty and identity has been long debated as part of an explorations of 
gender, race and the image of self. The shape of our faces, texture of hair 
and complexion of skin map our ancestry and are the very essence of 
our identities. Can our collective selves nurture body positivity and self – 
expression? Do we endorse or debunk the incessant, re-touched ideas of 
‘beauty’ and ‘perfection’ that are generated by mainstream and social media 
for mass consumption. Does this sit comfortably within a culturally rich and 
diverse society?

FRI13OCT – SUN15OCT 
FLUX PRESENTS-THIS IS WHO I AM: THE NAKED ARTIST SUZIE PINDAR 
@ SAFEHOUSE 1 
PV THU12OCT

Pindar works on themes that explore memories and moments, happiness, 
sadness and self-reflection. First seizing the time with words so that the 
immediacy and her feelings are captured. Pindar later creates imagery that 
perfectly evokes her thoughts surrounding her experience.

FRI13-SAT14OCT 
BLOOD COUNTS @ GUY’S CHAPEL & COPELAND GALLERY 
19:00 – 21:00

LADA is curating Blood Counts, a programme of events exploring blood in 
performance for BLOOD: Life Uncut, a season of work for the new Science 
Gallery, London.

Friday 13 October 7pm: The evening includes a keynote presentation on 
blood in art by Dr Dominic Johnson, a performance of Passion/Flower by 
Ernst Fischer & Nicola Hunter, and contributions from the artists Marisa 
Carnesky and jamie lewis hadley.

Saturday 14 October at 7pm: The screening programme includes short films 
and documentation of performance works by Franko B, Marisa Carnesky, 
Ron Athey, Kira O’Reilly, Regina Jose Galindo, La Ribot, Martin O’Brien, jamie 
lewis hadley, Ernst Fischer & Nicola Hunter, and Rocio Boliver.

SAT14OCT 
FILE UNDER FEMALE @ RICHARD HOGGARD BUILDING, GOLDSMITHS 
13:00 - 17:00 

Bella Milroy explores the inspiring nature of artists’ archives and how their 
materiality reveals the everyday of careers and lives of women artists, 
otherwise hidden.

SAT14OCT – SUN15OCT 
FILIA-FEMINISM IN LONDON: A FEMINIST CONFERENCE @ THE 
INSTITUTE OF EDUCATION LONDON

The conference addresses a wide range of issues from feminist history to 
women’s human rights. The format of the conference from year to year 
generally includes an opening panel discussion, followed by breakaway 
sessions throughout the day.  A highlight of the conference is the art 
exhibition.  

MON16OCT – SUN22OCT 
FIERCE FESTIVAL 2017, BIRMINGHAM @ MULTIPLE VENUES 
(£55 - £65)

Performance / Parties / Politics / Pop. Birmingham’s International Festival of 
Performance returns this October 16 - 22, to venues across the city centre.

The 2017 lineup features international performance art, theatre, dance, 
cabaret, gigs, talks and parties. Expect 50 events including 8 UK premieres, 6 
world premieres and artists from 14 countries.

MON16OCT 
MOONLIGHT SCREENING X COLOURED QUEER AND GROWING UP IN 
THE UK @ THE CURTAIN HOTEL, SHOREDITCH 
19:00 – 00:00

Jay Jay Revlon Founder of the UK Queer Men Of Colour + New Popular Club 
night #TheMocSociety which caters to men of colour and friends in addition 
to #LetsHaveaKiki the party a Monthly at the curtain... Presents a 2 day 
takeover for black history month with this special screening of most popular 
and award winning queer film Moonlight + A talk on being Coloured Queer 
Man and Growing Up in the UK. 

WED18OCT 
IT TAKES A MILLION YEARS TO BE A WOMAN: FEMINIST 
COMMUNITIES @ KING’S COLLEGE LONDON, STRAND CAMPUS 
19:00 – 20:30

Explore alternative feminist communities and their legacies in contemporary 
artistic practice, through three moving image works that investigate different 
ways of being together.

The screenings will be followed by a discussion with Azadeh Fatehrad (RCA), 
Ros Murray (King’s) and Amy Tobin (Cambridge).

WED18OCT  
SCREENING: UNITED IN ANGER: A HISTORY OF ACT UP (2012) 
SELECTED BY SARAH SCHULMAN @ STUDIO VOLTAIRE 
18:30 (FREE – TICKETED)

UNITED IN ANGER: A HISTORY OF ACT UP is a unique feature-length 
documentary that combines startling archival footage and insightful 
interviews from the ACT UP Oral History Project to explore ACT UP (the AIDS 
Coalition to Unleash Power) from a grassroots perspective.

THU19OCT 
PERFORMING THE OCCULT: MAGICK, RITUALS & THE MONSTROUS @ 
QUEEN MARY UNIVERSITY OF LONDON 
18:30 – 20:00

Can witchcraft overthrow patriarchy? Are zombies the incarnation of 
the queer sick body? Can occult practices offer strategies to counteract 
normativity and the ‘post-truth’ reality we live in? Between the supernatural 
and teratological, this symposium opens up debate on how the magickal and 
the monstrous in live art offer perspectives on queer-feminist ethics, post-
colonial resurgences and anti-capitalist resistance by embodying, displaying 
and practising the perspectives of outcast and monstrous ‘others’.

Presentations by FoxGlove, Ivan Monteiro, Mette Sterre, Martin O’Brien and 
keynote lecture by Professor of Continental Philosophy Patricia MacCormack 
(Anglia Ruskin University, Cambridge). Moderated by Giulia Casalini and 
Diana Georgiou (co-directors at Arts Feminism Queer). #performingoccult

THU19OCT 
EXHIBITION EVENT: LARNE ABSE GOGARTY AND HANNAH PROCTOR 
IN CONVERSATION @ CHISENHALE GALLERY 
19:00 – 21:00

A conversation between Larne Abse Gogarty, art historian and critic, 
and Hannah Proctor, cultural historian and theorist, who have recently 
collaborated on a text titled Communist Feelings. 

FRI20OCT 
NOMADIC AND DIALOGIC: ART AND ECOFEMINISM @ NEW HALL ART 
COLLECTION-MURRAY EDWARDS COLLEGE (CAMBRIDGE)

Artist Elena Cologni, author Susan Buckingham and curator Anna 
Santomauro discuss motherhood, dialogic art and ecofeminism, addressing 
the ‘caring’ role devalued in neo-liberal societies, and the spatial dimension 
of dialogue as inter-corporeal space of micropolitics.

Elena Cologni’s project, Seeds of Attachmentis an exploration of 
motherhood, attachment, place, ecology and non-linguistic dialogue from 
artist-led research at the Lowenfeld Library. An exhibition will run from 16th 
October-10th November

FRI20OCT 
WOMEN & REVOLUTION IN THE BLACK ARTS MOVEMENT @ RICH MIX 
19:00 (FREE/BOOKING REQUIERED)

SAWCC London will examine the emergence of the Black Arts Movement 
and our place within it now. Born during a decade of Thatcherism in the 
1980’s marked by civil unrest and race riots, the Movement developed 
amidst strong anti-racist and feminist discourse. Marrying art and activism 
in a powerful new way, political Black and Asian artists highlighted race, 
gender, and identity in solidarity against the unrest; transforming how art, 
art histories, and ethnic minorities were made visible and represented 
positively, providing us tools for post-colonial analysis. A creative dialogue 
with women artists and thinkers who contributed to the inclusivity of Black 
representation and paved the way for new artistic expression.

SAT21OCT 
DEEP TRASH IN THE UNDERWORLD @ BETHNAL GREEN WORKING 
MEN’S CLUB 
20:00-02:00 (£8-£10) 

Deep Trash is back with a reincarnation of a to-die-for night of live art! Punk 
witches, cruising and cursing, afro-futurist Voodoo, leaky rituals, feminist 
sigil magick, queer zombies, camp vampires, anti-capitalist hell-raising, 
blood-spilling… and many other supernatural experiences! Dressing up, skin 
shedding or shape-shifting highly encouraged!

Deep Trash is a one night only exhibition-cum-performance-club-night 
featuring live performances, installations, artworks, visuals and videos 
spread over 3 floors by 40 artists in East London’s Bethnal Green Working 
Men’s Club. The venue will be open from 8pm, with a 1 hour curated 
screening on loop, an exhibition area, interactive installations and all-night 
performances reflecting occult themes. #DTunderworld

Performances by: Cat Boettcher + Nick Kilby / Ellis D. / FoxGlove / Istanbul 
Queer Art Collective / Ivan Monteiro aka Tropikahl Pussy / Lady Vendredi / 
Sebastian H-W / Venom Black Widow / Wingshan Smith

TUE24OCT 
BEYOND BORDERS: SEXUALITY AND THE COLD WAR @ UCL 
18:00-20:00

This panel event considers the globalization of LGBT identities and politics 
in Central and Eastern Europe during the twilight years of the Cold War. 
The event marks the launch of Transnational Homosexuals in Communist 
Poland: Cross-Border Flows in Gay and Lesbian Magazines: a new book by 
Dr Lukasz Szulc, Marie Curie Research Fellow at LSE.

TUE24OCT 
ATHENA SWAN GENDER EQUALITY EVENT - SEXUAL HARASSMENT IN 
HIGHER EDUCATION @ RICHARD HOGGART BUILDING, GOLDSMITHS 
13:00 - 14:00 

Sexualised academic cultures, sexist curriculum and practices of sexual 
abuse, harassment and misconduct are now firmly on the agenda within 
universities following high profile cases of sexual misconduct between 
students and staff and students. This talk will explore whether, or the extent 
to which, sexist curriculum correlate with sexualised academic cultures. 

WED25OCT 
FLOW: BLACK BODIES AND THE PRACTICE OF REFUSAL @ LSE 
18.30-20.00

A public lecture at the London School of Economics by the Barnard Center’s 
Tina Campt, this lecture engages a series of still moving images of black 
life and the limits and boundaries created by its constituent antithesis – 
antiblackness. What kind of affective labor is required to grapple with the 
imperiled status of black life? Taking up Christina Sharpe’s provocative 
injunction to “think juxtapositionally”, the lecture considers the affective 
registers of black visuality that converge in a genre that Campt describes as 
still moving images.

THU26OCT 
ADVENTURES FROM AFRICAN WOMEN’S BEDROOMS: BLOGGING SEX 
AND SEXUALITY IN AFRICA @ SOAS 
17:00-19:00

Nana Darkoa-Sekyiamah (Ghanaian writer and the Communications 
manager for the Association for Women’s Rights in Development (AWID))

THU26OCT 
QUEERBEE SHORT FILM FEST @ DEPTFORD CINEMA 
20:00

As a minority group - collectively LGBTIQ+ - the representation of ourselves 
in mainstream viewing is less than representative. In addition to this sorry 
state of affairs, our characters and storylines - where they exist at all – often 
perpetuate the mainstream stereotypes at the expense of more authentic 
voices.  Queer shorts provide an excellent means of connecting with one 
another, validating our lived experiences, helping to change attitudes, 
improve confidence in individuals and our communities, and break down 
barriers. QueerBee launches with a programme exploring ‘identity’. When 
we know ourselves to be something entirely different from the available 
models of gender, sexuality and love, our identities often take us into 
unmapped territories and place us at odds with the world.

SAT28OCT 
VIGIL: SEX @ ]PERFORMANCESPPACE[ (FOLKESTONE) 
19:00 – 23:00

The final Vigil of our 2017 WAKE programe, Vigil: Sex, will draw together 
three diverse practioners: Rocio Boliver, Julie Tolentino & John Smith. 

The Vigils are about holding space to think, reflect and act. A series of four 
performance events giving platform to the urgent thematics of Black, Rites, 
Earth and Sex.

SAT28OCT-SAT11NOV 
BRUCE LABRUCE: THE HAUS OF BRUCE LABRUCE @ GALLERY 46  
(AND WHAT? QUEER ARTS FESTIVAL) 
PV FRI27OCT

The first-ever UK solo exhibition by Canadian underground adult film 
director, photographer, writer and queer provocateur, Bruce LaBruce 
(Hustler White, The Raspberry Reich, Otto; or, Up With Dead People, L.A. 
Zombie). Curated by Bren O’Callaghan and Andrew Ellerby.

Presented in the intimate, labyrinth-like warren of Gallery 46 – two 
renovated Georgian terrace houses spanning 3 floors and 8 rooms – a 
focus upon new, unseen work and creative collaborations includes female 
sub/dom dungeon partners; a dark, romance-infused photoplay of young 
male BMX bikers in Madrid; collaborations with Tony Ward, Ron Athey and 
François Sagat, plus stills from LaBruce’s latest feature presentation, The 
Misandrists, featuring recurring muse Susanne Sachße. A programme of 
special events features a responsive live art series, screening of rare short 
films, artist Q&A, tours and a performance club night.

SAT28OCT 
BEYOND THE BACKSTREETS: FIGHTING FOR ABORTION RIGHTS 50 
YEARS ON @ RICH MIX 
19:00 (£12/£15)  

Come along with your pro-choice pals and celebrate abortion activism of 
the past, present and future. The evening promises an amazing lineup 
of feminist speakers, performers and comedians. To celebrate the 50th 
anniversary of the 1967 Abortion Act, Abortion Rights are putting on evening 
event with a leading lineup including Caitlin Moran, Kate Smurthwaite and 
Grainne Maguire.

MON30OCT - TUE21NOV 
EILEEN COOPER - TILL THE MORNING COMES @ THE FINE ART 
SOCIETY 

The Fine Art Society is pleased to present Eileen Cooper’s first solo exhibition 
at the gallery Till the Morning Comes. The show will feature new paintings 
by Cooper as well as a series of life study drawings inspired by the English 
National Ballet’s recent production of Giselle choreographed by Akram 
Khan. She has an abiding interest in the eternal feminine, in ideas of love, 
sexuality, and human relationships.

TILL SUN01OCT 
QUEER BRITISH ART 1861–1967 @ TATE BRITAIN

Featuring works from 1861–1967 relating to lesbian, gay, bisexual, trans and queer (LGBTQ) identities, the show marks 
the 50th anniversary of the partial decriminalisation of male homosexuality in England. Queer British Art explores how 
artists expressed themselves in a time when established assumptions about gender and sexuality were being questioned 
and transformed. With paintings, drawings, personal photographs and film from artists such as John Singer Sargent, Dora 
Carrington, Duncan Grant and David Hockney the diversity of queer British art is celebrated as never before.  

TILL SAT07OCT  
(X) A FANTASY @ DRAF

With performances by Fernanda Muñoz-Newsome Hannah Regel, Urara Tsuchiya and Zoe Williams, and DJ set by New Noveta. 
When does the individual experience become a political statement? Over thirty artworks explore the subversion of the 
quotidian and the transgression of boundaries between public and private spheres. Living, eating, dancing, seducing, reading, 
watching films, going online; the exhibition traces how individual and collective engagements make the political personal.

TILL SUN15OCT 
PAULO NIMER PJOTA AT MORENA DI LUNA @ MAUREEN PALEY

Large un-stretched canvas’ and sheets of found metal along with cast objects are used to create works that incorporate 
detailed renderings of plants, vases, isolated words, cartoon and historical characters. The imagery and storytelling in his 
works in part derives from his earlier life experience as a graffiti artist on the streets of São Paulo and his interest in music, 
history, philosophy and symbology. 

TILL SUN15OCT 
ROSE FINN-KELCEY: LIFE, BELIEF AND BEYOND @ MODERN ART OXFORD (OXFORD)

Modern Art Oxford presents Life, Belief and Beyond, the first posthumous exhibition of works by the highly acclaimed and 
influential artist Rose Finn-Kelcey (1945–2014). Life, Belief and Beyond focuses on Finn-Kelcey’s explorations of power, 
performance, political commentary, and perceptions of the self, belief and spirituality.

TILL SUN22OCT 
MARIANNA SIMNETT - WORST GIFT @ MATT’S GALLERY

Matt’s Gallery is pleased to present Worst Gift, a new film installation by Marianna Simnett. Comprising video, liquid, light 
and sound, Worst Gift continues Simnett’s ongoing exploration of female subjectivity and bodily integrity as they relate to the 
power dynamics of the medical profession.

TILL SUN22OCT 
TATE PRESENTS SOUL OF A NATION: ART IN THE AGE OF BLACK POWER @ TATE MODERN

Soul of a Nation shines a bright light on the vital contribution of Black artists to a dramatic period in American art and history. 
The show opens in 1963 at the height of the Civil Rights movement and its dreams of integration. In its wake emerged more 
militant calls for Black Power: a rallying cry for African American pride, autonomy and solidarity, drawing inspiration from newly 
independent African nations. 

TILL THU26OCT 
ELEANOR ANTIN: ROMANS & KINGS @ RICHARD SALTOUN GALLERY 

A key figure of conceptual art movements of the 1970s; Eleanor Antin’s ground-breaking practice spans five decades and has 
covered themes surrounding identity, gender, autobiography, class and social structures. Antin’s multi-disciplinary approach 
includes installation, painting, drawing, writing and most notably photography and performance. Rearticulating historical 
narratives, both real and fictitious, she explores the tropes of feminist and conceptual art. Today as an octogenarian artist, she 
remains one of the world’s leading Feminist artists.

TILL FRI27OCT 
#71, MARIO DUBSKY: XENO FACTOR @ CHELSEA SPACE

In September CHELSEA space will present an exhibition of paintings and drawings by the influential artist and educator Mario 
Dubsky (1939-1985). Including material from all the phases of his working life, the show will explore his quest for a powerful 
visual language with which to express his ideas as a gay man and artist.

TILL SAT28OCT 
ZANELE MUHOLI: SOMNYAMA NGONYAMA, HAIL THE DARK LIONESS @ AUTOGRAPH ABP

In more than 60 photographs Muholi uses her body as a canvas to confront the politics of race and representation in the 
visual archive. Taken primarily in Europe, North America and Africa, each portrait asks critical questions about social justice, 
human rights and contested representations of the black body. Muholi’s psychologically charged portraits are unapologetic in 
their directness as she explores different archetypes and personae, and offers personal reflections.

TILL TUE31OCT 
SUNIL GUPTA: IN PURSUIT OF LOVE @ PELTZ GALLERY/BIRKBECK SCHOOL OF ARTS

The works in this exhibition are about what it is to be an out Indian gay man and being desired in the world. 

TILL SUN05NOV 
EMILY MULENGA: TAKING UP SPACE @ FIRSTSITE (COLCHESTER)

Taking Up Space is the first major solo presentation by British artist Emily Mulenga. The exhibition features a selection of 
dynamic moving image works alongside animated GIFs and personalised emojis, showcasing Mulenga’s use of digital language 
to investigate identity in the Internet age.

TILL SUN05NOV 
SIMEON BARCLAY: THE HERO WEARS CLAY SHOES @ TATE BRITAIN 

Simeon Barclay is a Leeds-based multimedia artist who seeks to understand how we identify and situate ourselves within 
culture and tradition. His work combines personal memories with appropriated images from advertisements, fashion 
magazines, sports journalism and the music industry. 

TILL SUN05NOV 
COMING OUT: SEXUALITY, GENDER AND IDENTITY @ WALKER ART GALLERY (LIVERPOOL)

Coming Out: Sexuality, Gender and Identity will bring together a diverse range of artists who have used their work to explore 
sexuality and gender identity since 1967.The exhibition will reveal the findings of over two years of research by the Gallery into 
LGBT history, visual culture, its collection and the Arts Council Collection, revealing hidden queer histories and institutional 
blind spots that will be addressed through the exhibition’s programme of events and performances. 

TILL SAT11NOV  
PRIVATE COLLECTION: UNPERFORMED OBJECT – AN INSTALLATION BY GEUMHYUNG JEONG @ DELFINA FOUNDATION

Delfina Foundation is delighted to present Private Collection: Unperformed Objects, the first UK solo exhibition by South 
Korean artist Geumhyung Jeong. a collection of plain everyday objects upon which she bestows a bizarre, disconcerting life 
through an intense and risky interaction with her own body to challenge notions of sexuality, technology and the female body.

TILLSAT11NOV  
ALLORA & CALZADILLA: FOREIGN IN A DOMESTIC SENSE @ LISSON GALLERY

Allora & Calzadilla’s ‘Foreign in a Domestic Sense’ features new sculpture, performance, photo and video works. The exhibition 
continues the artists’ ongoing investigation into the politics of language in public speech.

TILL SUN12NOV  
NICOLA TYSON, BEYOND THE TRACE @ DRAWING ROOM

Beyond the Trace will be the first solo exhibition in the UK of Tyson’s drawings. It will include a range of work: sketchbook 
pages; ‘daily drawings’, made since 2015 and posted on social media; large graphite drawings; and life-sized ink drawings 
made especially for this exhibition. Working intuitively and from memory, these gestural pencil drawings are a reimagining of 
the female body; they are highly animated, androgynous, self-contained and surreal.

TILL SUN12NOV 
PUTTI’S PUDDING: COOKIE MUELLER & VITTORIO SCARPATI @ STUDIO VOLTAIRE

‘Putti’s Pudding’ is a book and ‘final project’ by American writer and actor Cookie Mueller, and her husband, Italian artist 
Vittorio Scarpati. Published in 1989, the same year both died from complications related to AIDS, it pairs drawings by Scarpati 
with writing by Mueller.

TILL SUN10DEC 
HANNAH BLACK: SOME CONTEXT @ CHISENHALE GALLERY

Some Context is structured around 20,000 copies of The Situation, a book made up of transcribed, edited and censored 
conversations between the artist and friends about ‘the situation’. This theme is interpreted differently in each conversation. 
The books provide the stuffing – in shredded form – for the ‘transitional objects’ also displayed in the space, and will be 
shredded at the end of the exhibition. In this new body of work Black continues to develop her enquiry into the production of, 
and the gaps between, practices and theories of subjectivity and collectivity. 

SUN10DEC  
ZACH BLAS: CONTRA-INTERNET @ GASWORKS

Gasworks presents Contra-Internet, a major new commission and the first institutional solo exhibition by London-based 
artist Zach Blas. Contra-Internet at Gasworks marks the premiere of Jubilee 2033, a queer science fiction film installation that 
includes live action, CGI animation, blown glass sculptures and a single edition publication titled The End of the Internet (As 
We Knew It).

TILL SUN04MAR 2018 
COMMISSIONS FROM PERFORMA’S ARCHIVES @ WHITECHAPEL (ARCHIVE)

Founded in 2004 by renowned historian and curator, RoseLee Goldberg, Performa influenced the direction of museums and 
biennials by incorporating historical and newly commissioned live art within a network of public and private venues. Since its 
inception the biennial has presented over 64 new works, and over 450 artists have collaborated with numerous curators to 
stage extraordinary cross-disciplinary events involving dance, film, music, architecture and food.

DEADLINE WED25OCT 
CALL FOR PERFORMERS: THE TURKISH DELIGHT

Queer Art Projects is looking for performers to take stage at “The Turkish Delight: A Bilingual Queer Night”, on Thursday 23 
November at The Glory.

‘The party has a distinctly Turkish flavour but you can be as broad and bold in your interpretation of this theme as you please. 
All types of performances will be considered but we are especially interested in performers who can live up to our lip-sync 
challenge: lip-sync to the original English, while the Turkish cover is playing or vice versa... Or try and fail hilariously. Being 
bilingual (Turkish-English) is a plus, but not essential. If you can’t speak Turkish, you can be a master of the body language…’

Please send a short description of your proposed performance to contact@queerartprojects.co.uk

DEADLINE TUE31OCT 
CALL FOR PANEL SUBMISSIONS - INTERSEX SOCIAL SCIENCES: ACTIVISM, HUMAN RIGHTS, AND CITIZENSHIP

This conference will highlight and develop human rights approaches to Intersex and Variations of Sex Characteristics. It will 
foreground emerging theoretical frameworks and concepts that support Intersex human rights, including the social model 
of Intersex health, and notions of Intersex citizenship. The conference will provide space for understanding the wide range 
of strategies used by Intersex advocates and human rights defenders. We will also address the day-day lived experiences of 
Intersex people and those with Variations of Sex Characteristics.

DEADLINE WED01NOV 
CALL FOR ABSTRACTS - GENDER, WORK & ORGANISATION CONFERENCE

Gender, Work & Organisation Conference invite abstracts for presentations on high-quality and original debate and analysis of 
gender relations, the organisation of gender and the gendering of organisations.

DEADLINE MON20NOV 
CALL FOR PROPOSALS: LADA AT MANSFORD STREET COMMISSION

The Live Art Development Agency (LADA) is inviting proposals from artists for a new project that will respond to the physical, 
cultural and social context of LADA’s new base in Mansford Street, East London.

DEADLINE THU30NOV 
CALL FOR PAPERS - VISUAL PEDAGOGIES: LONDON 2018

Can we teach what we see? Can we see what we teach? How is the world changed, reaffirmed, or progressed through the 
visual? How does it slip back? What impact can thoughtful uses of images in teaching, scholarship, artistic, and political 
practice have on the future, as well as on the telling of history? The International Association for Visual Culture welcomes 
papers and creative proposals that address the issues of visual pedagogies from different starting points.
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